TWIN PRAM INSTRUCTION MANUAL
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Please read ALL these instructions carefully and keep them
for future reference. Your child’s safety may be affected if
you do not follow these instructions.
NEVER leave a child unattended.

WARNING
A
Do not carry additional
children, bags, goods or pram
accessories in or on the pram
except as recommended in the
manufacturer’s instructions.

B
NEVER leave a child unsupervised in the pram or
carry cot or around the pram
and carry cot. This might be
dangerous.

C
Before making adjustments to
the pram ALWAYS ensure that
the child’s body is clear of any
moving parts.

D
ALWAYS use the harness
restraints provided to avoid
serious injury.

E
Do not allow ANY child to stand
on the seat unit.

F
This pram is designed to
accommodate two (2) children
ONLY.

G
Do not hang bags from the
handlebar as this may cause
the pram to become unstable.

H
Do not push this pram onto an
escalator or attempt to push or
pull it over stairs. Fold the pram
and carry.

I
ALWAYS apply the brake when
parking the pram.
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J
Ensure that the pram is
completely erected and check
that all locks are engaged
before placing a child in the
pram.

K
Do not overload the pram as
this may cause it to become
unstable.

L
The maximum weight of any
child using this pram may not
exceed 15 kgs.

M
The toddler seat is not suitable
for children under the age of 6
months.

N
Any goods carried in the
shopping basket may not
exceed 6kgs.

O
Do not use the pram, car seat
or carry cot near an open fire,
exposed flame or heater.

P
Do not use the pram if any
screws, nuts, bolts, rivets etc.
are missing or any component
is loose or damaged.

Q
This pram is not suitable for
sunning or skating.

R
ALWAYS use the crotch strap
in combination with the waist
belt.

S
Please ensure that you
perform regular inspections,
maintenance and cleaning of
the pram.

T
Regular care of all metal parts
on the pram is necessary to
ensure that the product
remains in a good working
condition. Clean the ends of
the axles and oil every four (4)
weeks.

U
PLEASE refrain from placing the
pram on a parquet, laminate,
linoleum or carpet flooring. The
wheels may cause stains on the
floor which may cause permanent damage.

V
Note that the fabric patterns,
colour pictures and pram
accessories on the pram in
this instruction manual may
differ slightly from that of the
product that you have
purchased. The operation of
such parts is not affected.

W
The height of the child using
this pram should not exceed
96cm.

X
Maximum weight of any infant
using the carry cot is 9kgs.

Y
Should your pram be damaged
in any way, stop using the
pram and contact the nearest
stockist.
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FULLY ASSEMBLED TWIN PRAM
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POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

WARNING: Please check the above configurations before attaching any components.
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OPENING THE FRAME
A

A. To Release - pull the locking clip off the
fitting on the frame so that the frame is free
to open.

B

B. To open, stand behind the pram and
place both hands on the handle grips. Pull
upwards until the locking devices click
into place.

WARNING: Ensure that ALL the locking devices are engaged before use.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HANDLE

To lower the handlebar, grasp the grey
button at the centre of the handlebar and
gently push forwards to adjust the handlebar to
a lower height. To increase the height pull the
handlebar upwards
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REAR WHEEL ASSEMBLY
A

B

C

A. Installing the rear brake bar / rear axle assembly - Turn the frame upside down. Position the
rear axle assembly with the brake lever uppermost and push down onto the rear leg until a click is
heard. Pull upwards firmly on both sides of the brake bar or rear axle assembly to ensure that both
sides are securely locked into place.
To remove - firmly depress the small tabs on both sides of the axle and pull the axle upwards.
B. Installing the rear wheels – Lift the plunger on the rear axle shaft. Slide the rear wheel axle into
the housing on the rear axle. Release the plunger and check that the wheel is secured by pulling
the wheel outwards.
To remove - Gently lift the plunger on the rear axle and slide one rear wheel axle out of the housing.
C. Using the rear brake – To apply the brake press down gently on the middle of the brake bar.
To release the brake place your foot under the brake bar and lift upwards.

WARNING: ALWAYS apply the brake when the pram is stationery.
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FRONT WHEEL ASSEMBLY
A

B

A. Installing the front wheels - depress the black button on the wheel housing and insert the
wheel shaft into the wheel housing until a click is heard. Pull firmly downwards on each wheel to
ensure that both wheels are securely locked into place.
B. Locking the front wheels - turn the grey shifter outwards, rotate the wheels in a circular motion
until the wheels are locked.
To release - swivel the grey shifting mechanism inwards. The locking mechanism will release automatically and the wheels will swivel 360 º.

FOLDING THE PRAM
(Note: The carry cot and car seat MUST be
removed before folding.)
1
2

Using your right hand, grasp the button of the
handle bar. (1) Squeeze and push the handle
bar into the frame until it reaches the lowest
position. Simultaneously press the safety
release button (2) in and push the handlebar
1.5 - 2cm further into the frame. Once the
handlebar has moved into the frame press
down gently on the handlebar lifting the
front of the pram. The front wheels will fold
underneath the frame.

WARNING: ALWAYS ensure that the locking clip is installed before lifting the pram.
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ATTACHING THE SEAT UNIT

Attach the seat unit onto the main seat connectors on the pram frame. The seat can be installed
either forward or rearwards facing.
WARNING: Ensure that the seat unit attachment devices are correctly engaged before use.

ADJUSTING THE SEAT DIRECTION

Changing the seat direction or to remove the seat unit. Depress both grey buttons
simultaneously at the outer sides of the seat and lift.
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RECLINING THE SEAT UNIT

FOOTREST CONNECTION

Depress the grey buttons on both outer sides
of the seat unit simultaneously and tilt the seat
to the desired position. There are three seating
positions on the seat unit that is closest to the
front wheels and two seating positions on the
seat unit closest to the handlebar.

Lift the velcro flaps and place one on top of the
other.

WARNING: Seat units can only be
reclined when facing the same direction

WARNING: To avoid injury connect the
seat units using the velcro attached to
footrest when two seats are facing each
other.

SAFETY HARNESS

Push the left and right connectors into the buckle housing and click together. Adjust the length of
the straps using the slider buckles.
To release connectors – squeeze the connectors inwards and pull out the buckle housing.

WARNING: To avoid serious injury, ALWAYS use the restraint system and ALWAYS ensure
that ALL harness straps are fitted correctly and that they are secure before use.
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BUMPER BAR INSTALLATION
A

A. Push each side of the bumper bar
connectors into the housing on the frame.
To ensure correct installation pull outwards.

B

B. To open - depress the grey tab on either side
and firmly pull the bumper bar out of the
housing

WARNING: Ensure that the bumper bar is correctly installed before moving the pram.

WARNING: The two carry cot configuration is only available when using the extension bars
on the rear frame receptions. Configuration with carry cot is only suitable from 0kg to 9kgs.
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CARRY COT ASSEMBLY
WARNING: The Double Trouble carry cot is suitable for a child who is not mobile and
therefore cannot sit unaided, roll over and cannot push itself up on it’s hands and
knees.
WARNING: Maximum weight of the child is 9kg (approximately 6 months)
WARNING: Never use a mattress thicker than 30mm.

To erect the carry cot, remove the carry
cot mattress and liner to access the base
board.

Pull the frame wires out until the frame
clips into place. Replace the mattress.

Fit the carry cot adapters to each side of
the carry cot body as shown. Slide in the
adapters until they click.

Lower the carry cot onto the main locking hubs ensuring both side locking
mechanisms click into place.

WARNING: Check that the attachment devices are correctly engage before use.
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CANOPY ADJUSTMENT
Install the canopy by placing the canopy
fitting pressing against the inner edge of
the frame. Gently push the canopy clip
over the rivot on the frame until it clips
into place. Pull the canopy fabric over the
seat frame
To remove - pull the fitting away from the
outer edge of the frame until it clips off the
rivot.

INSTALLATION OF THE EXTENSION BAR
A

C

A. Insert extension bar into the housing
at the rear of the frame until it clicks.
B
B. Gently press the clamp to clip the
support bracket onto the frame. To
ensure correct installation gently pull
upwards.

B. Extend the black supporting brackets
toward the front of the pram.

To remove - unclip the clamp and press
the black button on the outer side of the
housing on the frame while simultaneously pulling upwards.

WARNING: To avoid serious injury DO NOT use the extension bar with the seat unit. The
extension bar can only be inserted into the rear frame receptors. The extension bar must be
used to install the car seat or carry cot when using two units at the same time.
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INSTALLATION OF CAR SEAT ADAPTERS
A

B

C

A. Install the extension bars into the rear housing on the frame. The car seat adapters are marked
with an impression, one (1) or two (2) on the inner surface of the adapter. Insert the number 1’s
into the right adapter housing of the main frame and extension bar. The grey button must face
outwards. Insert the number 2 into the left adapter housing of the main frame and extension bar.
Push down firmly to engage. To ensure correct fitting the adapters should appear to lean towards
the rear of the frame.
To remove - depress the small grey buttons on the car seat adapters and lift upwards.
WARNING: ALWAYS check that the car seat adapters are correctly engaged before use.

B. Installing the car seat onto the adapters (Note: Rearward facing only)
Ensure that the adapters are aligned with the fixing slots on the seat. Press down firmly to ensure
that the car seat is firmly locked onto the adapters. Once installed lift the car seat to ensure it is
fitted correctly and securely.
C. Removing the car seat off the adapters
Depress the two grey buttons on either side of the car seat to disengage the locking device. Lift
the car seat to remove.
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CARE & MAINTENANCE
New products ate sometimes stiff to engage
and operate, we recommend that ALL
adapters and connector parts be lightly
lubricated with a silicone base furniture
polish. This is best achieved by spraying
polish onto a soft cloth and applying to the
relevant parts.

Check and periodically oil caster bolts and
wheel axles. Replace any damaged parts
immediately.

Inspect your pram regularly for loose, broken
or damaged parts. Always repair or replace
them.

Clean the seat unit by wiping with a damp
cloth and allowing it to air dry completely
before installing onto the seat frame.

Overheating or strong direct sun exposure
may cause ageing of the fabrics resulting
in the fabrics fading.

Shoulder and waist straps of the safety
harness may be removed for cleaning by
pushing the square shaped retaining buckles
at the ends of the shoulder and waist straps
out of the backrest board and seat fabric.
To install, insert the square shaped retaining
buckles through the incisions in the seat
fabric and back rest.

Wipe the frames using warm soapy water
and a clean cloth.

Terms and Conditions
All enquiries and business conducted with DOUBLE TROUBLE TRADING (PTY) LTD (‘the
Supplier’) are done subject to the Supplier’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale (‘STC’), a copy
of which is available on request or can be found on the Supplier’s website www.double-trouble.
co.za.. Every enquirer and person engaging in a transaction with the Supplier is deemed to have
read, understood and agreed to be bound by the STC. If any enquirer or person engaging in a
transaction or contemplating to do so has any misapprehension about such transaction or the
implications thereof, such enquirer or person must contact the Supplier in person, telephonically
or via e-mail indicating the misapprehension and requesting an explanation in terms of the
Consumer Protection Act, Act 13/2008. Once a purchase is made, it means that if the enquirer had
any such misapprehension it has been explained to his/her satisfaction, onerous clauses have
been brought to his/her attention & abnormal and dangerous risks have been explained to him/
her.
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